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ERRATUM TO "A GENERALIZATION OF THE

RUDIN-CARLESON THEOREM"

PER HAG

Professor R. B. Burckel of Kansas State University called my attention to

the fact that the proof in [1, p. 342] of the statement:

"We claim that there exists a continuous function/?: ^-^(0, oo) such that

|a0(x)| < p(x) < <t>(x) + e'    for all x E F,

and such that

p(x) < <(>ix) + e'    for all x E X."

is not valid in full generality. However, the statement itself holds in the

general form. A proof is in [2], Since that proof is quite cumbersome, it

should be of interest to show how the proof in [1] can easily be repaired. This

modified proof is valid also in the case when F is not a GÄ-set.

Replace the paragraph on p. 342 of [1] from line 14 from bottom to line 5

from bottom by the following:

"We define an upper semicontinuous function <f> on X by

¿(x)=(h(*)|     for*GF,

10 for x E X \ F.

Then the inequality d>(x) < ¿>(x) + e' holds for all x G X. Since X is para-

compact, it follows from [3, Theorem 4.3, Chapter VIII] that there exists a

continuous function p: À"->R such that d>(x) < pix) < <j>ix) + e' for all

x E X. This implies that 0 < pix) < 4>ix) + e', for all x E X and further-

more that \a0ix)\ < pix) for all x E F."
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